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Nickelodeon's PAW Patrol comes to the rescue of a danger-prone kitten in this adorable Little

Golden Book that's sure to thrill children ages 3-7.
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I bought this for my 3 1/2 yr old son who has only discovered Paw Patrol in recent months and

instantly became a fan. The story is cute and mimics one of the t.v. episodes which my son has

seen and immediately recognized when I started reading it. He likes the story and LOVES the

characters. The length is good, the colors are vivid and the book has that classic "Little Golden

Books" binding that I remember from childhood. This one has made it to the stack on the nightstand

which consists of those books he likes to read the most. We're looking forward to more Paw Patrol

stories from Little Golden Books.

My 4-year-old grandson is an avid Paw Patrol fan and this book is perfect for him to aid in his

developing reading skills. I highly recommend this for anyone who wants their child to read a book

that they will find exciting!!



Great, long awaited, Paw Patrol book. My son loved it - it has a cute story line as do all of the Paw

Patrol stories. It's a cute story about a cat that gets lost and the Paw Patrol clan have to go through

a series of mishaps to save her. My son laughed out loud at some of the animations and story

points. Great book for my 3 year old!

This is very well written! Bought for my nephew who just turned one & loves paw patrol. It's written

just like one of the tv episodes.

My five-year-old son loves PAW Patrol, so Santa brought this for Christmas. He likes it. It's a nice

little story with a few twists and turns, and it keeps him engaged. It's actually got a lot of pages for a

small little book. And of course it has that Golden Book nostalgia. It's a winner in our house.

We do story time every night with our children. This book was a christmas gift for our 1.5 yr old. Its

now the book he wants to read every night. Its cute and not too lengthy. Not that i love short books

but we try to make them not too long so we can have a little variety each night.

Great book for the paw patrol lover! Not just about Marshall, but has several of the dogs playing

parts in this rescue

My son loves Paw Patrol. This book follows the lot of one of the plots from the television show. The

book is very appealing to my son. It features all of the characters he loves and the story is one he's

already somewhat familiar with. The story is a good length, takes about 10 minutes to read aloud. It

doesn't feature much dynamic vocabulary, but there are a few challenging words in there.
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